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Data Warehouse Toolkit (Kimball and Ross), 221, 228
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database
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connections, multi-threading, 408–409
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partitioning, 40, 429–430
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plugins, 627–628
repositories, 348–349
Sakila, 73–110
sequence, 211
surrogate keys, 217
sharding, 40
shared objects, 589
sorting, 393
time-outs, 453
triggers, CDC, 157–158
Database Connection, 37–41
DataCleaner, 150–151
Enable Connection Pooling, 400
Sakila, 90–95
transformations, 37, 90–95
Database Name, Database Connection, 38
Database repository, 41
DatabaseMeta, 589
DataCleaner
data validation, 153
Database Connection, 150–151
dependency, 153–154
dictionary, 153–154
eobjects.org, 147–154
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regular expressions, 151–152
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data-integration, 61
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data validation, 182
dimensions, 239
Date, 28
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String, conversion, 29
Date mask matcher, DataCleaner, 149
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Date of last insert or update (without stream field as source), Dimension lookup / update step, 238
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datetime-stamp, 484
DBCP, Apache, 484
dbhost, 354
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Debian, 59
Debug option, 312–315
debugging
ETL, 21, 312–315
jobs, 56
logging, 364
real-time transformation streaming, 457–478
rows, 314
transformations, 56
decision support systems (DSS), 2
deduplication, 104
CRM, 192–199
data validation, 183
ETL, 117–118
exact duplicates, 193–194
non-exact duplicates, 194–195
transformations, 195–199
delays, parameters, 457
DELETE, 157
deleted records, CDC, 155
delimited text files, 128
DeMarco, Tom, 12
denormalization, 99
concatenation, 100–101
constraints, data validation, 183
data quality, 168
DataCleaner, 153–154
dimension tables, 219
DV, 471
profiling, 146
description, metadata, 37
Description, 332
description, 346
channel, 559
item, 559
descriptive fields, 318
design
building blocks, 25–42
flexibility, 19
principles, 23–25
Design ETL, Spoon, 302
develop, 354
dictionary, DataCleaner, 153–154
Dictionary matcher, DataCleaner, 149
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cubes, 270–271
hierarchies, 270
junk, 120, 241
late-arriving data, 256–260
mini-dimensions, 120, 239–240
Palo, 285
special dimension builder, 120
static, 84–87
user maintained, 120
Dimension lookup / update step, 99, 238
data caching, 453
history, 235–236
indexes, 390–391
Keys tab page, 234
late-arriving data, 259
SCD, 232–237
SOF, 266
surrogate keys, 234–235
dimension manager system, ETL, 122
dimension tables
business keys, 210, 527
dependency, 219
ETL, 207–244
fact tables, 251–260
keys, 109, 208–217
CDC, 80–81
loading, 218–228
natural keys, 99
OLTP, 226
rental star schema, 79–80
rows, 90
SCD, 118
snowflakes, 97, 218–225
star schema, 226–228
static, 84–87
surrogate keys, 209, 251–260
surrogate primary keys, 80
dimension(s) static dimensions, special
dimension builder, 120
dir, 324
directory, metadata, 36
dispose(), StepInterface, 614
distributed version control systems (DVCS),
344
DML. See Data Manipulation Language
Do Not Proceed, 90
Do not raise an error if no files, Get data
from XML step, 534
docs/api, 571
Document template XML step
export_xml_from_db, 537
XML Join step, 542
document type definition (DTD), 519
document-all, 319
documentation, API, 596
domain attribute constraints category, 179
dotall mode, 507
Double Metaphone algorithm, 171
DQGuru, 118
drill-down, 314
driver, jdbc.properties, 65
dSS. See decision support systems
DTD. See document type definition
DTD Validator step
job entries, 519
XML, 133
dV. See Data Vault
dVCS. See distributed version control
systems
DVD rental business, 73–110
DWH. See data warehouse
dynamic clustering
Carte, 434
cloud computing, 433–447
master, 434
schema, 434
dynamic ETL, 586–587
dynamic jobs, 584–586
Dynamic Slave, 445
dynamic templates, 583–584
dynamic testing, 307
dynamic transformations
CSV, 580–583
Spoon, 580–583
DynamicJob.java, 584
E
E4X. See ECMAScript for XML
EBS. See Elastic Block Service
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E-Business Suite, Oracle, 18
EC2. See Elastic Computing Cloud
e2-ami-tools, 440
e2-bundle-vol, 442
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ECCD. See Extract, Cleanse, Conform, and Deliver
Eclipse, 302, 597–598, 607
ECMAScript, 394–396
ECMAScript for XML (E4X), 520
ecosystem, 629–634
Edit button, Database lookup step, 222
Edit mapping button, Insert / Update step, 231–232
EDW. See enterprise data warehouse
Elastic Block Service (EBS), 438
Elastic Computing Cloud (EC2), Amazon, 125, 427–447
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HTML, 520
user interface, 609
Elements name, Add XML step, 540
ELT. See extract, load, and transform
e-mail
HTML, 339
notifications, 336–340
Email Message tab, Mail, 339
embedding, 574–590
libraries, 574
Enable cache, Database lookup step, 253
Enable Connection Pooling, Database Connection, 400
Encoding list box, Get data from XML step, 533
Encr.bat, 58
encr.sh, 58
Engine, Java API, 571
EnterListDialog, 609
EnterMappingDialog, 609
EnterNumberDialog, 609
EnterPasswordDialog, 609
enterprise data warehouse (EDW), 465
Enterprise Information Integration (EII) data virtualization, 10–11
LucidDB, 10
Enterprise Repository, Enterprise Edition, 636
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), 127, 138–146
metadata, 14, 139
plugins, 140
EnterSelectionDialog, 609
entries, 346
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environmentSubstitute(), StepInterface, 618–619
eobjects.org, DataCleaner, 147–154
ERP. See Enterprise Resource Planning
Error code, Data Validator step, 187
Error description, Data Validator step, 187, 188
Error fields, Data Validator step, 188
error handling
data acquisition, 15
data validation, 187–190
dynamic templates, 584
ETL, 117, 183–190
process errors, 184–187
StepInterface, 617
transformations errors, 186–187
XSD Validator step, 530
error messages, logging, 364
ErrorDialog, 609
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ETL, 6
ETL. See extract, transform, and load
ETLT. See extract, transform, load, transform
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Excel
file extraction, 134
OLAP, 273
Excel Output step, 297
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Verification(), StepMetaInterface, 600
excludeFromRowLayoutVerification(), StepMetaInterface, 600
ExecTrans.java, 576
execute(), JobEntryInterface, 622
Execute a transformation, Spoon, 413
Execute SQL script job, Spoon Copy tables wizard, 584
Execute SQL script step
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Execute SQL step, multi-threading, 409–410
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StepMetaInterface, 600
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DV, 471
ETL, 19–20
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data extraction, 525–536
data format, 518–520
data mapping, 524–525
document construction, 538
document structure, 523–524
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examples, 523–544
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job entries, 519–520
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Sakila, 523–544
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VCS, 352
Version Migration System, 352
web services, 518–520
eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL), 133
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external sort, 393
Extract, Cleanse, Conform, and Deliver
(ECCD), 167
extract, load, and transform (ELT), 9
extract, transform, and load (ETL)
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extraction, 114–116
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MOLAP, 123
monitoring, 333–340
multi-valued dimension bridge table
builder, 121–122
names, 24, 298–299
Parallelizing/Pipelining System, 125
platform independence, 18
Problem Escalation System, 125
RDBMS, 497
Recovery and Restart System, 124
reuse, 19, 300–301
Sakila, 73–110, 81–84
scalability, 18–19
SCD, 118–119
scheduling, 321–333
scripts, 5, 200–205
Security System, 125
solution documentation, 315–320
Sort System, 124–125
special dimension builder, 120
Spoon, 81–84
subsystems, 113–126
surrogate key creation system, 119
testing, 21, 306–312
tools, 6
tools, requirements, 17–22
transformations, 12, 25–30
transformations, challenges, 20
transparency, 24
Version Control System, 124
Version Migration System, 124
Workflow Monitor, 124
extration. See data extraction
Extraction System, 115–116
Extreme Programming (XP), 301
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fact tables
accumulating snapshot fact table, 260–261
fact table loader, 121
loading, 264–265
partitioning, 264–265
bulk loading, 246–251
dimension tables, 251–260
Insert / Update step, 109
loader, 121
loading, 245–267
periodic snapshot fact tables, 260–261
fact table loader, 121
loading, 263–264
provider system, 122
rental star schema, 79
snapshots, 260–261
SOF, 261–263
loading, 265–266
transaction grain fact tables, 121
facts, late-arriving data, 256
failure hops, 90
Fetch Customer Address, 96–98
Field description, transformation log
tables, 369
Field Splitter step, 145
Field to split, Split field to rows step, 499
fields
JavaScript, 395
maps, 25
rows, 27
Select values step, 397
text files, 384
Fields grid, Regex Evaluation step, 506
Fields tab, 237
Add XML step, 539–541
Get data from XML step, 535–536
The fields that make up the grouping,
Denormalize Special Features, 104
FIFO. See first in, first out
file, 324
File locking, 42
File Output step, export_xml_from_db, 538
File repository, 41
File tab
Get date from XML step, 531–532
RSS Ouput step, 566–567
file-based version control systems, 342–344
filename, metadata, 36
filename, PostgresSQL, 250
Filename defined in a field, RSS Output step, 567
Filename field, RSS Output step, 567
FileObject, 619
Filter rows step, 198, 199
CRC, 485
UI, 609
Filter step, 108
Find Duplicate Query Wizard, Access, 117
first in, first out (FIFO), 247–248
Fixed File Input step, 385
StepInterface, 617
fixed width text files, 129
flags, Boolean, 94
floating point numbers, 28
JSON, 522
“follow when result is false” job hop, 32
“follow when result is true” job hop, 31–32
Force all to lower case, Database Connection, 38
Force all to upper case, Database Connection, 39
Foreign key, satellites, 470
foreign keys
Execute SQL script step, 252
parent key, 242
referential integrity, 251–252
Sakila, 105
SOF, 265
tables, 77, 208
forks, 591–592
Form/Layout, 607–608
Formula step, Calculator step, 201
forums, 631–632
Free Software Foundation (FSF), 570
Freebase, 549–558
data extraction, 553–558
MQL, 551–553
performance, 552
read service, 550–551
scalability, 552
web services, 550
Wikipedia, 549–550
FSF. See Free Software Foundation
full table scan, 391
Function Browser, SAP, 141
functional testing, 21, 306
fuzzy logic, 195
Fuzzy match step, 170, 171, 195–198
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GA. See General Availability
gap penalty, 171
gender, coding for, 175–176
GENERAL, job entry results, 34
General Availability (GA), 629–630
Generate Row with URLs, Generate Rows step, 526
Generate Rows step, 314
Add sequence step, 213
export_xml_from_db, 537
Freebase, 554
import_xml_into_db.ktr, 526
RSS Output step, 564
SAP Input step, 142
SOAP, 547
generateJobMeta(), 586
GeoKettle, 591
GeoNames, 137, 172
GET, SOAP, 548
get(), User Defined Java Class step, 620
Get closer value, 196–197
Get data from XML step, 361, 518, 530–536
import_xml_into_db.ktr, 527
SOAP, 548
Get Fields button, 129
Insert / Update step, 231
Get File names step, 203
Get Lookup Fields button, Database lookup step, 223
Get rows from result step, 576–577
Get System Info step, 191
command-line parameters, 325–326
late-arriving data, 259
transformation log tables, 367, 370
Get update fields, Insert / Update step, 231–232
Get variables step, JavaScript, 396
Get XPath nodes, Get data from XML step, 522
getCopy(), 617
diaLogClassName(), 622
getEntryNr, 587
getExitStatus, 587
getFields()
StepInterface, 619
StepMetaInterface, 599, 604
getInputRowMeta(), 615
getLogChannelId, 588
getNrErrors, 587
getNrFilesRetrieved, 588
getNrLinesDeleted, 588
getNrLinesInput, 587
getNrLinesOutput, 587
getNrLinesRead, 587
getNrLinesRejected, 588
getNrLinesUpdated, 588
getNrLinesWritten, 588
getOptionalStreams(), 600
getPartition(), 625
getRequiredFields(), 600
getResourceDependencies()
JobEntryInterface, 622
StepMetaInterface, 600
getResult, 587
getResultFilesList, 588
getRow(), 614–615, 618
gRowFrom(), 616
gRows, 588
gRunThread(stepname, copy), 576
getSlaves, 416
getSQLStatements()
JobEntryInterface, 622
StepMetaInterface, 599
getStepIOMeta(), 600
getUniqueStepCountAcrossSlaves, StepInterface, 617
getUniqueStepNRAcrossSlaves(), 617
getUsedDatabaseConnections(), 622
getusedLibraries(), 600
gXML(), 583
JobEntryInterface, 622
StepMetaInterface, 599
GetXMLData - Different Options.ktr, 299
gXulOverlayFile(), 628
GIS. See Graphical Information Systems
Globally Unique identifiers (GUID),
    JavaScript, 395
globalreplace.sh, 347
GNOME, launchers, 62–63
GNU Public License (GPL), 343
GoldenGate, Oracle, 163
good-enough solutions, regular expressions, 501–502
Goodman, Nicholas, 19
Google Wave, 626
GPL. See GNU Public License
Graphical Information Systems (GIS), 591
graphical user interface (GUI), 24
    Java API, 571
grid-based services, 437
Guess button, Insert / Update step, 232
GUI. See graphical user interface
GUID. See Globally Unique identifiers
guid, item, 559
    .gzip, 517
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handleStreamSelection(),
    StepMetaInterface, 600
hard disks, 386–387
heaps, maximum size, 71
HellowworldStepDialog.java, 609–613
hierarchy
    dimension builder, 119–120
    dimensions, 270
flattener, 20
ragged, 120
reursion, 120, 242–243
variables, 120
Hillyer, Mike, 74
history
    data quality, 168
    Dimension lookup / update step, 235–236
    transformation log tables, 367–368
HOLAP. See Hybrid OLAP
/home/ubuntu/runCarte.sh, 441
hop, 346
hops, 7
    failure, 90
    jobs, 31–32
    loops, 27
    rows, 26, 27
    success, 90
    transformations, 25, 26–27
    unconditional, 88
hops, 346
Host Name, Database Connection, 38
HTML
    attributes, 520
data extraction, 520
    elements, 520
e-mail, 339
    JavaScript, 520
    web pages, 520
    web services, 520
HTTP. See Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Http Authentication, Web services lookup step, 545
HTTP client step, 516
    extraction, 137–138
Freebase, 555
    import_xml_into_db.ktr, 526–527
SOAP, 547–548
HTTP GET, 548
    Freebase, 550
HTTP Post step, 516, 548
Hub Surrogate Keys(), 469
hubs
    attributes, 468
    DV, 467–468
    Sakila, 472–473
    surrogate keys, 469
tables, 467
Hudson, 60
Hunter, David, 518
Hybrid, SCD, 119
Hybrid OLAP (HOLAP), 272
Hyde, Julian, 458
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), 515–517
data formats, 517
XML/A, 277, 278
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    .//id, XPath, 535
    .//@id, XPath, 535
IDE. See integrated development environment
identifiers, 317
IDENTITY, 217
identity, 641
id_existing, 480
Ignore comments?, Get data from XML step, 533
Ignore empty file, Get data from XML step, 534
il8n, 590
image, 601
Imhoff, Claudia, 296
impact analysis, 22
date lineage, 361–363
ETL, 125
StepMetaInterface, 599
import, repositories, 350–351
Import partitions button, Partitioning schema, 429
import_xml_into_db, Get data from XML step, 532
import_xml_into_db.ktr, 525–527
Execute SQL script step, 526
“in” tab, Web services lookup step, 545–546
Include date in filename, RSS Output step, 567
Include filename in result and Filename fieldname, Get data from XML step, 534
Include rownum in output, RSS Input step, 561–562
Include rownum in output?, Split field to rows step, 500
Include stepnr in filename, RSS Output step, 567
Include time in filename, RSS Output step, 567
Include url in output, RSS Input step, 561–562
incoming hops, 26
Increment by field, Step sequence step, 212
incrementLinesInput(), 618
incrementLinesOutput(), 618
incrementLinesRead(), 618
incrementLinesRejected(), 618
incrementLinesSkipped(), 618
incrementLinesUpdated(), 618
incrementLinesWritten(), 618
indexes
   performance, 390–392
tables, 392
IndexOfValue(), 606–607
InfiniDB, 123
info, 345
InfoBright, 123
Informatica, 9
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 437
init()
   StepInterface, 614
   User Defined Java Class step, 459
InjectDataIntoTransformation.java, 578–579
Injector step, 578
Inmon, Bill, 465
Input source step, 479
   SQL, 483
Input step extraction, 128
Mondrian, 274–275
OLAP, 274, 278–279, 281
process, 278
Input Table step, 297
Input vault step, 479
input_id, 101
input/output, 380
$, 67
inputRowMeta, StepMetaInterface, 604
Insert, Dimension lookup / update step, 238
INSERT, 157
Insert, bulk loading, 251
Insert / Update step, 101–102
   accumulating snapshot fact tables, 264
   CDC, 155, 163
   Combination lookup / update step, 241
   fact table, 109
   keys, 230–231
   SCD, 229–230
   Update fields, 231–232
installation, 58–63
   rental star schema, 81
Sakila database, 77
Installer, Enterprise Edition, 636
Integer, 27
   Date, conversion, 30
integrated development environment (IDE) plugins, 596–597
Spoon, 55–57
Integrated Scheduling, Enterprise Edition, 636
integration. See also data integration testing, 307
internal counters, Add sequence step, 211–213
internal variables, 428–429
Internal.Cluster.Master, 639
Internal.Cluster.Size, 639
Internal.Job.Name, 638
Internal.Kettle.Build.Date, 638
Internal.Kettle.Version, 637
Internal.Slave.Server.Name, 639
Internal.Slave.Transformation.Number, 639
Internal.Step.CopyNr, 639
Internal.Step.Name, 639
$(Internal.Step.Partition.ID), 429
Index

Internal.Step.Partition.ID, 638
$(Internal.Step.Partition.Number), 429
Internal.Step.Partition.Number, 639
Internal.Step.Unique.Count, 639
Internal.Step.Unique.Number, 639
$(Internal.Transformation.Filename.Directory), 530
Internal.Transformation.Name, 638
internationalization, 590
Internet Relay Chat (IRC), 633
inter-table dependencies, 183
interval logging, 453
intra-table dependencies, 183
intrusive CDC, 16, 155
IRC. See Internet Relay Chat
Is a file
filename is defined in a field, XSD
Validator step, 529–530
let me specify filename, XSD Validator step, 529–530
Is defined inside XML, XSD Validator step, 529–530
ISNULL, 484
ISO8601, 170
isStopped, Result, 588
item, RSS, 559–560
Item tab, RSS Ouput step, 565–566
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J2EE. See Java 2 Enterprise Edition
JAAS. See Java Authentication and Authorization Service
Jackrabbit, 350
jar, 587
.jar, 70, 517
libext/, 587
Jaro and Jaro-Winkler algorithm, 171
Jaro-Winkler algorithm, 198
Java
AMI, 440
API, 570–574
jobs, 573–574
parameters, 579–580
transformations, 572–573
variables, 579–580
expressions, 70–71
installation, 58–59
user-defined expressions and classes, 520
Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE), 459
Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS), 414
Java Content Repository (JCR), 350, 626
Java Development Kit (JDK), 58
jar, 587
Java Message Service (JMS), 449, 459–461
Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI), 64–65, 93
Java Runtime Environment (JRE), 58
variables, 642
Java Virtual Machine (JVM), 19, 58
logging, 453
rows, 397
variables, 43
directory, 642
Java.io.tmpdir, 642
JavaScript, 20, 202
DataCleaner, 153
eval(), 556
HTML, 520
job entries, 35–36
logging, 366
Mondrian, 276–277
performance, 394–396
variables, 43
XML/A, 281
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
examples, 549–558
Modified Java Script Value step, 522
plugins, 522
syntax, 521–522
transformations, 523
web services, 520–523
XML, 520
java.security.auth.login.config, 414
kettle.properties
java.version, 642
JCR. See Java Content Repository
JDBC
Database Connection, 93
drivers, 72
MySQL, 127
jdbc.properties, 64–65
kettle.properties, 67
JD/Edwards, 18, 139
JDK. See Java Development Kit
jedox.com, 282
jface.jar, 596
Jira, 632
JMS. See Java Message Service
JNDI. See Java Naming and Directory Interface.

JOB, 640
job, 324
job(s), 7
canvas, 56
command line, 322–326
Database Connection, 37
debugging, 56
DWH, 31
dynamic, 584–586
ETL, 12, 30–36
hops, 31–32
Java API, 573–574
Kitchen, 57
log tables, 373–374
loops, 399–400
metadata, 36–37, 574
Pan, 57
parallelism, 33–34, 411
performance, 399–400
Run button, 83–84
shared objects, 69
slaves, 445
Spoon, 82
variables, 89
XML, metadata, 346–347
job entries, 31
backtracking, 32–33
Boolean, 366
Copy rows to result step, 399
flow of execution, 90
JavaScript, 35–36
logging, 366
log table, 373–374
Mail, 90, 301, 337–340
plugins, 570, 621–624
results, 34–36
serial execution, 90
START, 88
transformations, 88
XML, 519–520
Job Scheduler, ETL, 124
JOBENTRY, 641
@JobEntry, 622
JobEntryDialogInterface, 622–624
JobEntryInterface, 622–624
jobentry-log-table, 346
job-log-table, 346
JobMeta, 574, 586
jobStatus, 416
Join comparison field, XML Join step, 543
Join condition properties, XML Join step, 542
join profile, 146
Join Rows step, 214
Main step to read from, 398
jpalo.com, 283
JRE. See Java Runtime Environment
JSON. See JavaScript Object Notation
JSONP, 550
jtwitter, 454
junk dimensions, 241
special dimension builder, 120
JVM. See Java Virtual Machine
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Kalido, 6
.kettle, repositories.xml, 68
Kettle Logging Level, 330
KettleDatabaseRepository, 627
kettle-database-types.xml, 595
KETTLE_EMPTY_STRING_DIFFERS_FROM_NULL, 640
NULL, 28
Kettle.exe, 55
/kettle/getSlaves, 444
KETTLE_HOME, 64
$KETTLE_HOME/.kettle/
languageChoice, 601
$KETTLE_HOME/.kettle/shared.xml, 589
kettle-job-entries.xml, 595
KETTLE_..._LOG_DB, 641
KETTLE_..._LOG_SCHEMA, 641
KETTLE_MAX_LOG_SIZE_IN_LINES, 365, 454, 640
KETTLE_MAX_LOG_TIMEOUT_IN_MINUTES, 454, 640
kettle-partition-plugins.xml, 595
KETTLE_PASSWORD, 67
KETTLE_PLUGIN_CLASSES, 619, 640
kettle.properties, 58, 66–67, 414
logging, 365
variables, 43
kettle.pwd, 58, 67
kettle-repositories.xml, 595
KETTLE_REPO, 67
KETTLE_SHARED_OBJECTS, 589, 640
KETTLE_STEP_PERFORMANCE_SNAPSHOT_LIMIT, 640
kettle-steps.xml, 595
KETTLE_USER, 67
KETTLEVFS, 619
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keys. See also specific key types
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  source systems, 209
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  Regex Evaluation step, 510–511
  text files, 509–510
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  logging, 364
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  .ktr, 345
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Load DTS, 468, 469, 470
Load End DTS, 470
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Locking, Enterprise Edition, 636
logging, 333–336, 363–374
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  debugging, 364
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rows, 363
Spoon, 57, 333–334, 364, 365
transformations, 453–454
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log data change processing, 451
log tables, 367–374
channels, 372
job, 373–374
job entries, 373–374
performance, 371
step log tables, 370–371
transformation, 367–370
Log4j, Apache, 366
logfile, 324, 334
loginmodulename, 414
Look and Feel (LAF), 590
lookup cascade, 100
Lookup Language, 103
lookup mode, 232
Lookup Original Language, 103
Lookup schema field, Database lookup step, 222–223
lookup tables, 172–175
lookup values, Validator step, 180
Loop Xpath, Get data from XML step, 532–533, 535
loops
Freebase, 557
hops, 27
jobs, 399–400
ls, 248
LucidDB, 10, 123
bulk loading, 249
EII, 10
SQL, 10
wrappers, 10
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Mail, 301, 336–340
Addresses tab, 337
Attached Files tab, 339–340
Email Message tab, 339
job entries, 90, 301, 337–340
Server tab, 337–338
Mail Failure step, 90, 185–186, 336–337
Mail Success step, 90, 336–337
Main step to read from, Join Rows step, 398
maintainability, ETL, 300–301
Make transformation database transactional, Database Connection, 40
man crontab, 327
Manage thread priorities?, Transformation Settings, 397
Management Console, Enterprise Edition, 636
Manufacturing Requirements Planning (MRP), 138
mapping. See data mapping
Mark Attribute rows with id of header row, Modified Java Script Value step, 511
master, 417
AML, 442–443
Carte, 441
dynamic clustering, 434
transformations, 421–422
<master>, 435
Mastering Data Warehouse (Imhoff), 296
Max % errors allowed, Data Validator step, 188
Max nr errors allowed, Data Validator step, 188
Max number of articles, RSS Input step, 561–562
MAX(id) FROM test_sequence, 213–214
maximum heap size, 71
Maximum nr of lines in logging windows, Spoon, 365
max_log_lines, 412
max_log_timeout_minutes, 412
Maydanchik, Arkady, 168–169
MD5, 484
MDA. See Model Driven Architecture
MDX. See Multi Dimensional eXpressions
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Palo, 289
performance, 380–382
SOE, 265
Mechanical Turk, 437
memory
logging, 365
lookups, 253
performance, 393
Sort rows step, 453
Stream lookup step, 453
streams, 577
transformations, 452, 453
Merge join step, 479
CRC, 485
Merge Rows step, 160–161
MERGE/UPDATE, 249
message bundles, 601
metadata
data extraction, 359
data profiling, 17
data validation, 182
database, 588–590
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description, 37
directory, 36
ERP, 14, 139
ETL, 21, 344–350
  graphical user interface, 24
XML, 24
export, StepMetaInterface, 600
extended description, 37
filename, 36
jobs, 36–37, 574
names, 36
replacing, 588–590
repositories, 348–350
rows, 557, 606–607
  steps, 28
spreadsheets, 297
StepMetaInterface, 599
transformations, 36–37, 421–425, 572–573
User Defined Java Class step, 620
values, 605–606
XML, 345–347
  jobs, 346–347
  transformations, 345–346
Metadata Repository Manager, 125
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Metaweb Query Language (MQL), 551–553
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  partitioning, 425
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services (MSAS), 271, 277–280
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Model, Spoon, 302–303
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MOLAP. See Multi-dimensional OLAP
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JavaScript, 276–277
OLAP, 271, 273–277
Split Time step, 276
Split-field step, 276
Strings cut step, 276
MonetDB, 123
monitoring, ETL, 333–340
Monitoring tab, Transformations settings, 381
MQL. See Metaweb Query Language
MRP. See Manufacturing Requirements Planning
MSAS. See Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services
Multi Dimensional eXpressions (MDX), 269–270
Query, Mondrian Input step, 274
Multi-dimensional OLAP (MOLAP), 123, 269, 272
multiline mode, 507
multi-paths, backtracking, 32–33
multiple updates, CDC, 155
multi-threading, 403–411
  Blocking Step, 410
data pipelining, 407–408
database connections, 408–409
  Execute SQL step, 409–410
order of execution, 409–410
  row distribution, 404–407
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